We present an algebraic structure as a complete methodology of classification. Utilizing this structure, we apply an algebraic approximation to the problem of generating appropriate clusters of objects characterized by fuzzy attributes. More precisely, the values of the attributes are expressed in terms of linguistic labels, and thus are handled as fuzzy numbers. This opens new possibilities in all those fields for which the need to describe the population under analysis by means of more natural terms becomes crucial. In fact, in these cases, the application of resolution strategies based on the adoption of "standard" methods, such as a distance matrix, appears as a brutal effort to adapt quantitatiue methods to qualitative problems.
INTRODUCTION
The need for classification techniques has deep and extended roots. For this reason, the literature is very rich, providing us numerous approaches to this problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . With the increasing interest of the research community in artificial intelligence, we note a major presence of nonquantitative information in systems devoted to simulating intelligent human behavior. For this reason, nowadays more attention is paid to qualitative classification methods [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , which are more suitable for adoption in all forms of natural reasoning. Our proposal belongs to this trend: a complete structure able to manipulate and classify strings which depict objects defined in our real life, i.e., fuzzy entities.
The ability to generate appropriate clusters is based on the existence of two simple but powerful operations, completely characterized in accord to the algebraic nature of the structure. In a previous definition of this structure [11] , we introduced some important enhancements, extended to a new weighting technique able to treat with precision the relevance of the attributes which lead to the final classification. Thanks to these improvements, the structure gained more efficiency and flexibility, two essential characteristics for managing real problems. Nevertheless, we noted the persistence of an inconvenience in the weighting strategy: we operated in a strict binary mentality by considering the attribute as weighted or not. This restricted approach has been overcome by applying a generalization of the weighting procedure, and opening new perspectives on the classification mechanism.
The algebraic structure is introduced in Section 2. To address the need to deepen some formal aspects of the structure and to generate some critical aspects, we present in Section 3 an extension of the structure through a new definition of a basic mechanism able to operate on fuzzy objects, and we discuss the corresponding enhancements. Consequently, we face the problem of weighting the attributes. A first method is discussed to clarify the importance of the relevance of the attributes in a fuzzy-level perspective. A second proposal, aimed at ameliorating the weighting strategy, is then introduced; comparisons between the two are made in order to stress the benefits of the latter method. As a meaningful example we discuss in Section 5 an application of our classification mechanism in the field of the financial investments.
THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE
Our classification mechanism is based on the definition of an algebraic structure useful for classifying with fuzzy attributes. The structure was initially formulated as a possible alternative to the theory of approximate reasoning [12] . Successively, several efforts have been made to enhance the properties of the structure. In [11] , the basic operation of the classification process has been extended in order to handle linguistic labels; in [13] , the problem of the relevance of the attributes has been faced and solved, thanks to an opportune weighting strategy [14] . In this paper, we present further important improvements which are necessary to extend and improve the classification mechanism.
Description of the Structure
Let U be a universe of discourse. Elements of U can be represented with the k-tuples (Al(u) ..... Ak(u)), where the Ai(u) are fuzzy measures of the elements of U whose values are ordered sets of fuzzy numbers. These numbers represent the "degree of compatibility" of the elements with respect to the fuzzy attributes. If we employ truth values, then we can use ct to denote completely true, t for true, at for almost true, and f for false, with f < at < t < ct. Each attribute A i of the set {A 1 .... , A k} is represented by an ordered string a n~.an~._ ..... 1 a{ ~,, where the set {a 1, .. . , an}, with a s < a 2 < "'-< an, is the set of the linguistic labels. Moreover the elements ai are the possible subsets of U having as linguistic label the value ai.
According to [15] , each attribute is represented by a type-2 fuzzy set. Noting that each element of U has a unique evaluation with respect to a single attribute: the set {a n, a n_ 1 ..... a s} is an ordered partition of U. In this way, each attribute generates a partition, or classification, of elements of U.
To use the structure as a tool to classify, it is necessary to introduce an operation between the ordered strings associated with the attributes in such a way as to obtain a new string which is a finer classification of the information contained in the original strings. The idea of such an operation can be intuitively understood if we consider the twofold meaning of a digit in a number, i.e., the roles of value and position. In the case of our strings, the absolute value of the generic element a~ is the set of the elements of U which a i represents, whereas the value corresponding to the position is given by the linguistic label a~. Thus, being aware of the real nature of the elements of the strings (subsets of U as values, and fuzzy numbers as powers), the basic operation of our structure appears as a variant of the classical multiplication of natural numbers.
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the string, it is necessary to distinguish the operations according to the two parts of the strings, i.e., one operation to the first part composed of the subsets of U, and a different one applied to the second part of the string, that composed of fuzzy sets. Now, let us formally define the operations. Let:
A and B be strings, z~ be the operation between A and B, * be the operation between the first parts of the strings (ordinary sets), o be the operation between the second parts of the strings (fuzzy numbers).
The results A zx B is an ordered string in which the first part is obtained by applying the operation * to the first parts of A and B, and the second part by applying o to the corresponding second parts of A and B in an independent and asynchronous way. More precisely, 
where each c i (Yi) is generated by applying * (o) to the first (second) parts of the given strings A and B. Before focusing our attention on the details of these operations, it is important to note that if X is a set, then P(X) is the power set of X and the pair (P(X), inclusion) is a distributive lattice with inf = N and sup = U for each pair of elements of P(X). (1) are, respectively, n and m, then the behavior of the operation * is defined as follows: where the symbols ¢ and ® represent operations defined over P(U) and correspond, respectively, to the well-known operations of addition and subtraction as defined for the natural numbers.
THE OPERATION • If the lengths of the result of the operation
With the objective of obtaining a finer classification than those induced by A and B, the definition of the operation has been made in such a way that the following properties are satisfied: closure, commutativity, associativity, idempotence, and the existence of the zero element. Let us stress that, thanks to these properties, (P(U), *) becomes a commutative monoid, since there it exists only one pair of operations, • and ®, with ¢ = u and ® = n, such that these properties are satisfied [14] . 
THE OPERATION o
The second part of the strings consists of fuzzy numbers, which are, by definition, convex fuzzy sets [16] . The reason for this choice is that (fuzzy numbers in [0, 1], < ) is a distributive, semicomplemented lattice (where oz i < o~j means "ai precedes o~j" if ai and ozj are two fuzzy numbers in [0, 1]) with inf = extended minimum and sup = extended maximum. Furthermore, these numbers can be easily handled, thanks to the well-known Dubois-Prade algorithm [17] . For the sake of simplicity, we consider a subclass of fuzzy numbers in [0, 1], those known as "flat fuzzy numbers," which include triangular and trapezoidal numbers. This decision does not affect the generality of our approach, since by exploiting the Dubois-Prade algorithm it is possible to extend the operations on triangular fuzzy numbers by handling their extremes in an appropriate way [11] :
where, for n > m (with i -j + 1 > 0) where • and ® are operations defined for pairs of fuzzy numbers. In order that the resulting string may represent a finer partition with respect to those associated to the original strings, it is necessary that the operation o satisfy the following properties:
1. closure, 2. commutativity and associativity, 3. preservation of the ordering among the fuzzy numbers.
To guarantee these properties it is necessary to explore among the possible fuzzy operators which could be adopted to realize the operations • and ®. Possible candidates are: • extended sum, • extended product, • extended mean.
In the first case, the operation produces the fuzzy numbers by adding the right extreme, the central point, and the left extreme of the two numbers. The remaining two operations are similar. The difference consists in applying the product and mean rather than the sum. Among the possible combinations of these three operations, we prefer the choice • = ® = extended mean (to be denoted by the symbol ®), for which properties 1 and 3 are satisfied, even though property 2 is not assured [11] . This problem can be solved by defining an appropriate ordering of string composition in such a way to fulfil our need for classification.
THE LINGUISTIC APPROXIMATION
To avoid the explosion of clusters (and consequently of labels) encountered during the iteration of the operation zx, it is necessary to introduce an appropriate strategy of approximation. The main goal of this strategy is to evaluate the results on the second parts, class by class, comparing them with the original labels. Let {a 1 ..... %} be the set of the fuzzy numbers used to represent such labels, and /3 the fuzzy number to be approximated. Let us suppose that the mean value of /3, denoted by m, lies in the interval [mi, rni+ 1] whose extremes are the mean values of the fuzzy numbers a~ and oe/+ 1 (for some i = 1, 2 ..... p). Letting d = mi+ 1 --mi, we apply the following approximation:
1.
2.
if m E Our strategy of approximation provides an upper bound on the number of the obtainable labels. Their number can not exceed the value 4n -3, where n denotes the original number of linguistic labels that are taken for reference. Table 1 .
A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

[a,c]
[-] 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Let {X,Y, Z, K} be a set of attributes whose relationships with the universe of discourse are given in the following table:
The strings on which we operate are
Now, let us compute the ordered string X A Y Lx Z A K.
Applying the operation on the first parts, (((X * Y)* Z)* K), we obtain the calculation shown in Once we have applied the linguistic approximation for the labels belonging to nonempty sets, the result is:
Notes on the Use of the Extended Mean Operation
Since the operation ® is commutative
, the operation o on the second parts does not possess the properties of associativity and commutativity. This could cause difficulty in applying the operation ® when, to combine the strings, we are obliged to fix an ordering among them, and, consequently to demonstrate the validity of such an ordering. A deeper discussion of this problem is seen in Section 3.1. Here we note only that the second parts of the strings are composed of the same elements (the set of the linguistic labels), and thus the ordering is meaningful (only the first parts of the strings are different, but the related operation * is commutative and associative; furthermore, the operations * and o are independent and can be executed in parallel).
Another aspect to consider, with regard to the absence of associativity for the operation ®, relates to the ordering to follow for the expression (3). To underline this case, let us consider a naive example. Thus the resulting string is the following:
{e}t{b, c, a," JJr'
Approach to Classification Problem .206
Now let us consider the following new definition:
We note that the only difference from (3)is the new ordering adopted to "sum" the elements a i ® bj. With this modification we obtain these fuzzy numbers: 
Consequently the new string is {e} IB[at't] {b,c} NT[aI] {a, d, fff t"
We note a negative influence on the classification, focused more on the central labels and less on the external labels. Table 2 reports the corresponding data, expressed in terms of the mean value of the fuzzy numbers.
This example shows that the result on the second parts depends on the ordering established by (3) . Before entering into a more detailed discussion of this problem, which will be faced in Section 4.1, we prefer to complete the discussion of the algebraic structure by introducing the concept of the weight of the attributes.
EXTENSION OF THE STRUCTURE
In this section some important characteristics of the structure are revisited with the objective of further improving and to extending the classification mechanism by optimizing the management of the fuzzy information handled in the structure. One extension is focused on the problem of the combinatorial explosion, which represents the most crucial issue in classifications systems. A second enhancement which will be presented in this section concerns the weighting method mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The Problem of Commutativity and Its Resolution
We have seen that the extended mean operation, used to operate on the second parts, leads to a number of nontrivial problems, especially that the result of the operation depends quantitatively on the ordering in which we apply the formula (3). Thus, it is necessary to better formalize the mechanism of such an ordering. Before discussing this aspect, we face the problem of the lack of associativity for the weighted mean (recall that the resulting operation z~ is neither commutative nor associative), a problem that did not occur before we introduced the operator weight in the algebraic structure. This problem is crucial; in fact, the results of the classification appear confused due to the flattening effect which arises from an approximation.
If the attributes are composed in a casual manner (for instance, following the input ordering), we will not obtain a reliable classification, especially from a qualitative standpoint. This situation becomes harder to treat if we consider the problem of what order we must fix for (3). To solve this difficulty we introduce a new operation on the second parts.
3.1.1. A NEW OPERATION ON THE SECOND PARTS Given the two strings of length n and rn as before, we define the operation o on the second parts as follows:
where, for n > m (with i -j + 1 > 0),
and for n < m (with j > 0),
where ® is the extended mean among the triangular fuzzy numbers, and E represents the sum of such numbers. The operation zx is both commutative and associative. To better understand its behavior, let us consider again the example introduced in Section 2.2 and apply the new operation on the second parts.
For the first parts, we obtain the same result:
Now we report the values of labels associated with nonempty classes: Comparing these results, we note that the adoption of the new operation zx leads to more equitable method which can be considered as intermediate between those based on (3) and (4) . Moreover, we gain the properties of commutativity and associativity. One pending problem remains: the high density of the labels around a point of the interval [0, 1]. However, this point is effectively in the middle of the points corresponding to the application of the formulas (3) and (4).
THE PROBLEM OF RELEVANCE
In this section we discuss a mechanism suitable for improving the power and flexibility of the structure. In fact, once we have generated the strings to "multiply," we obtain a resulting string which represents a new classification, considering all the attributes in the same measure. In a practical situation, we know that the influence of an attribute on the results of the classification must be differentiated from that of the other attributes.
To better understand this situation, let us consider a typical problem, a medical diagnosis. Here, different attributes, such as "stress," "anxiety," or "cholesterol," lead to a classification of the element in the cluster "coronopathy." As is known, not all the symptoms add to the diagnosis in the same measure. It must be more appropriate to give different weights to some factors, such as the attribute cholesterol.
Weighting the Attributes
Here we show how it is possible to introduce a strategy of weighting the attributes used in our algebraic structure with the objective of improving and extending the classification mechanism.
A first step consists in modifying the values of those labels (the fuzzy numbers) in the strings which represent the most relevant attribute. The value of the modification should be chosen by experts who decide on the basis of their experience what the effect of the weight for each attribute should be. Naturally, an automatic approach is more appropriate in classification systems which do not base their functionality on the assistance of human experts.
We could increment, by a fixed amount tz, all of the linguistic labels of the string which correspond to the attribute that we want to emphasize. In this case, for the objects belonging to the strings, we will note the corresponding variation; however, this alteration is propagated over all of the classification. In order to avoid this problem, we could modulate the increment /x in such a way as to augment the highest labels and to reduce the lowest ones by normalizing the relative values.
To discuss the results of these strategies, we again consider the example in Section 2.2. The input data are shown in the following table: Thus the resulting classification is
{e}t{b, d}JB[t]{c, f}lBIat, t]{a}~t"
Now, if we want to weight the attribute A, it is necessary to increment all the linguistic labels in our strings by a fixed amount tz. We recall that the fuzzy numbers are triangular fuzzy numbers in [0, 1], and that we must obtain the same kind of results. Thus we apply the following rule: If Before discussing these steps, it is interesting to analyze the result obtained if we consider a variable increment. Thus, we define /z in this way: if a~ ..... ~1 are linguistic labels, then we define O~k, with k = int(n/2), as a central label. Then we choice as the increment the quantity o-= 0.2, and we apply the increment on the values of the labels using the formula
This operation yields positive increments for i > int(n/2), negative increments for i < int(n/2), and no increment for i = int(n/2). If we apply this formula to the above introduced example, with ~r = 0.2, the resulting new labels for the attribute A are: Now we try to compare the two different results. Ignoring the flattening of the results due to the linguistic approximation, we note that in the first approach there is a general improvement for all the labels. However, this is less significant for the upper labels. In the second approach, we see an improvement for the upper labels, and a contrary effect for the lower labels. The intermediate labels remain essentially stable.
Neither approach generates appropriate results. The object c, which is the unique highest value for the attribute A, does not present any appreciable improvement for other objects for which the attribute is not present. The reason for this behavior must lie in the fact that we modify only the labels, without affecting the distribution of the objects. In fact, even if we were able to correct the label of the object c, we would see an incorrect modification for the object f, which belongs to the same class without sharing the same attribute A.
To solve this problem, we generate new labels and new classes for the elements of only the first part. Thanks to these new classes, we can translate to one position all the elements of the attribute that we want to weight. For such classes, we create intermediate labels with the method previously discussed. Obviously, this doubles the length of the string, with a correspondent decrease in the performance of our algorithm. The complexity of the calculus, previously equal to nrn, now grows to 2nm, and could be critical with increasing n.
Let us consider again our string
The new form is A = {-}{c}Ct{-}{-}t{-}{-}at{-}{a, b, d, e, f}r.
Essentially, we generate the intermediate classes without computing the corresponding labels; we move all the elements of one position to the left side, thus applying the real weighting strategy, since we augment the position of the object related to the selected attribute. Now we write out the new form of the previous string when the attribute is weighted:
We must now assign the labels to the new classes. Let us consider first the method based on a fixed increment. With /x = 0.2 we obtain the same values for the new labels: To better compare the two different approaches, we report here the string for which no attributes have been weighted (keeping in mind that we have inserted the weight in the attribute A, which has highest relevance for the object c):
{e}t{b, d}JB[t]{c, f}IB[at, tl{a}at"
We note that c has enhanced its position in the classification, since it is the unique object which obtained the highest relevance of the weighted attribute. For the other objects, we see a corresponding improvement of their position, even though it is less obvious with respect to the object c. Now let us discuss the effect on the classification when we consider the variant increment method, as defined in Equation (6) with o-= 0.2. We generate the labels /.Let , /'£t, ]'2"at, /~f, which are equal to those viewed in the first part of the above introduced example: Analyzing the operation on the second parts, we immediately note that this increment does not assure the ordering of the labels, and consequently the ordering must be verified and possibly "adjusted" with opportune position exchange for the labels and related classes. In our case, the label /zf led to less of the label f, and thus we exchange the position of these two labels, with their classes, as shown in the next string: The substantial difference is found in the fact that this last strategy lowered the ranking of labels associated to lower classes, i.e., the weighting mechanism gives an advantage to the elements with the most relevant attributes, a situation which validates our approach.
Rigidity of the Weighting Method
The proposed weighting strategy has some limits, in that it evaluates the relevance of the attributes as objective, not subjective, data. For example, if we are considering a population of cars, then the feature "safety" is a more subjective attribute than the feature "velocity."
We again consider the example introduced in Section 4.1 using the formula (3). Applying the "traditional" mechanism--without weighting--we obtained the string {e}t{b, d}JI3[t]{c, f}IBtat,t]{a}at" However, if we use a weight /z = 0.2 on the attribute A (for which the object c has highest value ct, whereas all the other ones have the lowest value f), then we obtain
{C, e}JB[t]{b, d} IBIat' t]{f}NT[atl{a}at.
The result has been modified: the object c has improved its position in the classification. But what happens if we decide to elevate the weight of A? Let us imagine that we are studying several models of cars, and that the attribute A represents "velocity" and C "safety." The result reflects in a logical way the opinion of an individual who does not belong to the category of drivers who prefer fast cars. In fact, the two models c and e are gathered in the same cluster. This is because the first car is the fastest but not absolutely the safest, while the second car, even though not fast, is the safest one. However, the second car, compared with the other models, satisfies reasonably well the remaining attributes. Roughly speaking, the classification reflects an individual who prefers speed, but it does not neglect the other factors. This leads to unequal classifications, since if a driver shows a maximum interest in speed, a correct classification should lead to model c alone in a cluster. In fact, even though we elevate the weight of attribute A, assigning tz = 0.3, we note that models c and e are still present in the same class. This is due to the fact that the weight of attribute A influences the evaluation of the attributes present in the second parts of the strings, forgetting those existing in the first parts.
A New Mechanism for Weighting
Our goal remains to improve the classification of those objects with higher values of an attribute. However, this time we wish to do so without sacrificing the classification of the objects with lower values, i.e., the improvement of the most relevant objects must be proportioned by considering their value with respect to the weighted attribute. The effort must be focused on modifying the unary operator "weight" in such a way as to consider even those elements present in the first parts of the strings.
For simplicity, we assume that if we want to weight the attribute A, then the associated weight is /z > 0 and all the remaining attributes have weights equal to zero. Let A = a n~"a n ~_ ...... a a~ 'l be the attribute to weight, and let /z be its weight. Then, for each class a i with label c~i, we create on its left N~, new empty classes, with where m~, is the mean value of the fuzzy numbers represented by the label Og i • In the second step, we move to the left the first N~,, a i together with their corresponding labels label a i. Then, for each i, we assign to the N~, new classes those intermediate labels, between ai_ 1 and eq, which satisfy the following formula:
Since the basic objects are fuzzy numbers, in the formula we have extended fuzzy operations. In our case,
for which, by assigning tz = 1, we have Net = int(1 x 1) = 1, N t = int(0.7 x 1) = 0, Nat = int(0.4 X 1) = 0, N r = int(0 x 1) = 0.
We note that N r is always equal to zero: this means that the weight given to the attribute is not correctly taken into account during the cluster generation. From the above results, we obtain Thus, the final string is
We note a further improvement for the object c, as well as its label, since the object has received a final judgement equal to b and d. Moreover, an additional decrease of the lowest labels is seen, proving the soundness of the strategy. In fact, on augmenting the weight of the attribute A, for which c has highest value, the object c is more precisely placed in the highest area of the classification, a situation which did not happen with the previous approach.
Let us observe the behavior of our method when tz = 3. We get 
where, applying (7) , we obtain Thus, the resulting string is
{c}t{e}JB[t]{b, d} IB[at, t]{ f} NT[atl{a}at"
Comparing this, result with the previous one, we note that the only differences consist in a small improvement for the label of c and a clear improvement of the position of c in the final classification, as wished.
Complexity
Let us evaluate the two approaches from the standpoint of the complexity of the algorithms. We note that for the first approach, the increase in the complexity is fixed for each weighted attribute. The order of the complexity is the same as that of the multiplication of nonweighted attributes. In fact, if n is the "length" of the nonweighted attributes, i.e., the number of original classes, then the complexity of the multiplication between weighted and nonweighted attributes grows from n 2 to 2n 2. Considering the second approach, the augmentation is also proportional to the weight /z that we want to provide to the attribute, i.e., the complexity changes from n 2 to [n + h(/x)]n, according to a given growing linear function h.
For instance, if the mean values of the linguistic labels are equal to those used in the example, then h(/x)~ 2/x. Thus, if p. is such that h(/x) < n, then the complexity is not greater than for the previous method.
However, it is important to consider if, for the same values of ~, we obtain appropriate results. To better focus on this aspect, let us analyze again the results of the preceding example. It is enough to consider only the first parts, since we do not want to be influenced by the problems of flattening due to the approximation. In this case, we have n = 4 and /2 = 2, and we obtain h(/~) --3, i.e., a quantity less than n. The result is
i.e., the position of c does not decrease with respect to the previous method. We recall that that string was {-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{c, e}{-}{b, d}{-}{f}{a}{-}{-}{-} 17 9 7 5 4 1
If we modify the weight by assigning /~ = 3 to attribute A, then we obtain a "superevaluation" of the object c, which is moved to the top of the classification. This situation can be seen looking at the results provided by the first-parts operation:
It is important to stress that now h(~) = 6, i.e., a quantity greater than n, and thus the complexity is higher than for the first method. Suppose we assign to A the weight ~, with 2 < bt < 3 such that h(p.) = 4. Considering our example, for ~ = 2.5 we obtain the results (for simplicity, we consider only the first parts): i.e., we obtained the same strings as in Section 3. Thus, thanks to an appropriate tuning of/~, we obtain the same complexity, but with a gain of generality. Naturally, the two methods are not to be considered as equivalent. In fact, let us suppose that the attribute A is represented by the string
{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{c, e}{-}{b, d}{-}{f}{a}{-}{-}{-}
A = {c}C'(b}t{a}at{d} t.
Then if we weight A with the first method, we obtain
However, with the second method, and with /z = 2.5, we have
The main difference is that the classes b and a are now more distinct from the class c, i.e., the lowest classes are more penalized than with the first method.
Finally, let us discuss the behavior of this last method in our example. As seen before in Section 2.2, the "traditional" method (without weighting) returned the string The complete string is Thus, with /x = 2, i.e., with a complexity less than that for the first method [h(IX) < n], we observe an attraction towards the highest position of the object c, the unique object which has the highest evaluation of the attribute A. More precisely, the label c received a greater value than with the previous method, even though this result is not evident because of the linguistic approximation. Last, let us see what happens when p~ = 2.5. Considering the first parts, we have As expected, the result is essentially the same, always with the worsening for the lowest classes.
{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{c}{-}{e}{b, f}{a}{d}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}{-}
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In this section we analyze the application of our classification methodology to financial investments. More precisely, we have interpreted some financial indicators in terms of fuzzy values and tested our mechanism by using data from a sample of firms whose securities are exchanged on the Boston Stock Exchange.
Security analysis models [18, 19] are based on the estimation of future dividends associated with securities. A traditional approach to the management of uncertainty and risk associated with investment processes is based on probability theory and on the task of identifying future revenues. The parameters of probability distribution may be computed by evaluating regression equations on historical performance data and other relevant factors. An alternative strategy consists in evaluating revenue probabilities conditioned to states of the world and weighting them with the probabili-ties of states themselves. The first method rests on a stability hypothesis about the trends of the variables considered. Such a hypothesis may be assumed with different degrees of confidence depending on both subjective (the analyst may have a greater or lesser propensity toward these methods) and objective (for instance, about the significance of regression results) considerations. On the other hand, the second method implies a partition into mutually exclusive scenarios which is impossible to define in a deterministic way (overlapping scenarios are always possible) and whose probabilities are in turn difficult to estimate. Due to the presence of such fuzziness, our approach can be useful in better serving the needs of financial analysts in stock selection and portfolio management.
Our case study has been developed using data available from the balance sheet information and the financial ratios about firms issuing securities. Having obtained this information, we provide a judgement on its reliability in terms of linguistic labels VH (very high), H (high), M (medium), L (low), treated operationally with fuzzy triangular numbers. For simplicity, our application example considers only four indicators for each company: return on investment, sales growth in last year, debt/equity ratio, and price per share. In Table 3 we show the values of indicators which we used to realize our classification.
Having analyzed these data, we provide a judgement expressed in terms of the linguistic labels. Table 4 reports this operation: now linguistic labels correspond to numeric values. Now we can apply our fuzzy classification: the results appear in Table 5 and are expressed in terms of membership class (column 2), error confidence (column 3) and linguistic approximation (column 4). For this last information, we recall our notation, i.e., that the label JB means just before, the label IB means in between, and the label NT means next to (see Section 2.1.3).
This example shows how our classification methodology can be adopted for general domains. A brief comparison of our strategy with other traditional classification mechanisms can be found in [20] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The algebraic structure explained in this paper is a suitable tool for classification [21] . Special efforts have been made to augment the flexibility of the structure by defining a new weighting method. This new mechanism has solved a problem in a previous definition of the structure, which led to the inconveniences of nonassociativity and the noncommutativity. The enhancements introduced into the structure have dealt with the following problems: 
Gathering of the Labels
Throughout the various examples discussed in this paper, we have noted a flattening of the new labels introduced in the algebraic structure. In fact, combining the attributes, we observed a concentration of the labels around an unspecified point in the interval [0, 1]. This phenomenon becomes more and more clear with the augmentation of the attributes involved.
The reason for this must be found in the definition of the algorithm for multiplication, and in the operations ® and • (extended arithmetic mean) which compose the operation o on the second parts. In fact, regarding the second parts, the first step consists in applying the product This means that since the used operation is a mean and since the elements involved are taken from a limited set of labels, the results inevitably assume a unique mean value. These same elements are handled successively in the applications of the operation o and finally averaged with the original labels in such a way that the process of gathering of the labels (especially the central labels) is strongly focused on a certain "mean point." As a last step, on applying a linguistic approximation, all these labels will acquire a unique linguistic value.
As a last remark on this point, we observe that the choice of the original labels is meaningful for the above phenomena, but it is important to establish the "point of gathering." However, the gathering of the labels should not be sensitive to a wrong choice of the linguistic labels, so that the effect of the linguistic approximation must be very marginal. On the contrary, an important role is to be played by the definition of the mean operation within the operation o among the labels and by the multiplication algorithm. These last two aspects need to be studied further. We are currently looking at a solution for which we use an ordinal scale for the labels in such a way as to better distribute them when the multiplication is executed. This approach does not affect the bases of our structure and seems to improve the performance.
The Weighting Strategy
The gathering of the labels affects the efficacy of the weighting mechanism presented in this work. In fact, for certain pairs of classes, we generate intermediate classes whose labels are intermediate with respect to the labels of the original classes. If the external labels are close, then the intermediate ones are still closer, with the effect of worsening the weighting mechanism.
In fact, the mechanism works well only for the first parts; the optimal behavior is not found for the second parts of the string, where we have the linguistic labels. Nevertheless, the mechanism works well globally. We argue that the reason for this anomaly is essentially the gathering of the labels. We are trying to enforce the weighting mechanism by reflecting the fact that the current mechanisms do not allow degrading of the objects which do not satisfy, or do not sufficiently satisfy, a weighted attribute.
The Concomitance of Attributes
Another important issue for a more complete and sound classification is the treatment of the concomitant presence of attributes. Rather than enter into the details of this discussion, we briefly introduce the problem with a simple example.
Let us suppose that we are treating the problem of determining the most appropriate diet for individuals who are potential candidates for coronopathy. In this case, attributes such as "diet very rich in fat," or "high consumption of alcohol" must be considered. Moreover, attention should be paid to other, less dangerous habits of such individuals. Furthermore, the simultaneous presence of "diet very rich in fat" and "high consumption of alcohol" elevates the risk of coronopathy even more. In such problems, an important role is played by the context in which we evaluate our considerations. For example, the risk of coronopathy for men 40-50 years old is judged in a different manner from that for women 20-25 years old. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate each relevant case to see the effect of concomitance on the problem. Furthermore, if we extend the problem of concomitance to more than two attributes, what are the decisions for such situations? It might be logical to apply our hypothetical operator "concomitance" to the first two, then multiply the results string by the third element, apply again the operator "concomitance" to the results, and lastly compute the possible increment or decrement due to the concomitance. This approach seems likely to have practical validity, since it takes into account the multiple presence of the attributes. In fact, our proposal essentially is based on the application of multiplication among the concomitant arguments, following the formulas provided in this paper.
